
G 
o from static...to DRAMATIC with our authoring tools 

that allow you to create a host of resources using  

videos, simulations, instant assessments, and more! 

Upgrade static text and images with interactive widgets and 

formative assessments that engage students. We can import 

a large volume of resources from a variety of different 

sources, so you can bring your new digital products to market 

as quickly as possible. 

Features 

Author Content With Flair 

IP Protection … Simplified 

O 
ur sophisticated access control system provides IP 

Protection you can bank on! 

Designed to ensure your content doesn’t fall into the 

wrong hands, Cosmos allows you to control downloads, set 

license expiration dates, prohibit sharing, and manage access 

at any level. 

  Set license expiration dates 

 Manage access at any level 

 Sharing not permitted! 

 Control downloads 

 No 3rd Party software required 

  Dozens of built-in widgets  

 Author beautiful interactive content 

 Integrate browser based resources 

 Custom widgets flow with content 

 CSS Stylesheet Control 

M 
onetize your creations quickly! Whether you  

publish content consistently, or just have one 

standalone piece, with Cosmos, creating product 

subscriptions (with a licensing start and end date) is a snap. 

Setup is fast and easy, self on-boarding is a cinch, and inte-

grating with SSO providers (e.g. Google, Microsoft) can be 

completed in less than 5 minutes. 

Effortlessly Monetize Assets  
  Adopt a subscription model 

 Streamline administrative processes 

 Run multiple product variations 

 Shorten revenue cycles 

 Take payments from around the world 

Powerful Reporting = User Insights 

M 
onitor and analyze client usage with detailed  

statistics. Understanding client interaction with a 

product is critical to improving effectiveness and 

user experience.  

 

Cosmos data helps uncover sticking points and allows you to 

closely monitor product usage information.  

  Identify your power users 

 Act quickly & hone best practice with 

detailed statistics 

 Usage breakdown by client or product 

 Looking for something specific? Let’s 

discuss custom analytic reporting! 

Just For Educators 

makecontact@cosmospub.online 

Create A Seamless Experience For Teachers & Students! 

Whether you're delivering ebooks, assessments, or something totally different, curriculum in Cosmos 

can be integrated with any major LMS to provide a seamless experience for teachers and students. 


